
NEED A  

NO-SEW 

VERSION OF OUR TRENDY DIY TENTS? 

THIS TENT FEATURES BIG SWATHES OF  

FABRIC, KNOTTED TOGETHER AND  

SUSPENDED FROM TREES (STURDY POLES WORK TOO!)

sew what?
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free



Sit a Spell Easy setup and teardown make this temporary shelter a great idea for slumber 
parties, summer picnics and trips to the beach. To make it siesta-ready, bring along a couple of quilts and big pile of 
fluffy, coordinating pillows. And maybe leave the spurs at home. (Do cowboys wear flip flops?)
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Get a 
Rope 

The last thing you 
want to do is pound a 
tent pole (or wrestle 
a sewing machine). 
Instead, knot rope or 
jute twine between 
pairs of sturdy trees, 
and drape your way 
to this easy-does-it 
oasis. Now kick off 
them boots and 
relax. Yee Haw! 

«
 

Can’t find the perfect trees?  
Try sturdy metal poles instead. . .  

just don’t forget a mallet.



Pile ’Em Up 
All thumbs when it comes to that 
pesky needle and thread? We hear you, 
pardner. You can have coordinating 
pillows without a fuss. Wrap up a pillow 
form (just like a present), and tie it 
closed with a length of pinking  
shear-trimmed fabric.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.

www.hobbylobby.com  •    •  Fabric - HL-WB-026

NO-SEW TENT HOW-TO: 

Yardage:
4 Yards Main Fabric
1 ¾" Yards Coordinating Fabric

1.   Trim edges of main fabric with pinking shears. 
Along one short side of fabric, cut 1" x 8" strips, 
about 5 ¼" apart. You’ll cut a total of ten strips.

2.  Cut a piece of coordinating fabric that measures 
56". Trim the edges with pinking shears, and then 
cut strips (as in step 1) along the long edge.

3.  Use the strips to knot the two fabrics together. 

KNOTTED 
STRIPS




